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The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who  opt  to  obtain  this  newsletter
electronically. 

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages. 

News
Banks Peninsula Walking Festival: The November Banks Peninsula Walking Festival
programme  is  out.  Check  out  their  trips  at  www.bankspeninsulawalks.co.nz/banks-
peninsula-walking-festival Please note the trips sell out fast so if you are interested in
any trips, it pays to book asap. 

The Great Walks
For members thinking of walking a Great walk, or wishing to lead a CTC Great Walk trip,
here is up-to-date info on the booking process.

There  are  10  Great  Walks  in  NZ:  Lake  Waikaremoana,  Tongariro  Northern  Circuit,
Whanganui River Journey, Abel Tasman Coast Track, Heaphy Track, Paparoa Track and
Pike29 Memorial Track (opening in 2019), Routeburn, Kepler, Milford and Rakiura Tracks.
They're  all  managed  by  The  Department  of  Conservation.  The  Go-To  site  for  all  info
is www.doc.govt.nz

You  can  read  about  the  Walks  in  detail  at  www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-
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An unhurried breakfast, on Bill Johnson's Mt
Wakefield trip. Photo: Emma Rogers
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recreation/things-to-do/walking-and-tramping/great-walks/

To manage visitor pressure, the Milford, Routeburn, Kepler and Abel Tasman tracks now
have differential pricing - if you're not a NZ citizen or residing here for at least 6 months
before booking, you pay double.(NB children under 17 with at least one eligible parent are
free).

Check out hut and campsite prices for all walks at www.doc.govt.nz/news/issues/great-
walks-differential-pricing-trial-201819/pricing/

All bookings are done online. Go to  www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-
go/online-bookings/

You'll need to make an account and to be logged in, in order to do your booking. You can
just view availability without an account.

The Peak Walking Season runs from October to April inclusive (check the specific dates
for each track). The booking system opens sometime in March for the following season. To
make it difficult, there is no set date for the bookings to open. You need to keep an
eye on the booking system info pages - Notices - and see when DOC expects to
open the bookings. 

So if you want to walk over specific dates during the 2019/2020 season, you need to be
ready to book in March 2019. DOC advises you set up your account on the booking site
and be ready to book as soon as possible once bookings open - it's first in, first served...
Generally the huts book out first, then the campsites. The most popular time is Xmas/New
Year. Some huts book up faster than others too, so the less desirable huts can still  be
available.  Eg  Routeburn  Falls  and  Mackenzie  Huts  on  the  Routeburn  Track  go  like
hotcakes but Howden Hut and Routeburn Flats Hut are often available (due to the very
long  days'  tramp inbetween).  There  is  more  availability  at  each  end  of  the  season  -
October and April, due to less appealing weather and the probability of snow. Note that the
Heaphy and the Abel Tasman Tracks' are open year round but still fall under the bookings
opening in March system. The Heaphy Track is open for mountain bikers from May 1st to
November 30th.

Discounts

A  10%  discount  is  available  to  members,  staff  and  instructors  of  the  following
organisations,  who also hold a valid 12 month Backcountry Hut Pass: NZ Mountain
Safety Council;  NZ Federated Mountain Clubs; NZ Deer Stalkers Association; NZ Land
Search and Rescue (LandSAR); Scouts New Zealand; Girl Guiding NZ.

The sting in the tail is Discounts are not available online. To receive the discount DOC
needs to sight your membership card and Back Country Hut Pass, so you need to go to a
DOC Visitor Centre in person. If you get a discount you won't be charged a booking fee.

There is plenty of information online about each Walk, and if you prefer the sublime feeling
of paper there is a set of very good A4 sized brochures, available from a DOC Visitor
Centre.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
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or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields.  Phone Steve Bruerton  322-6196 for  booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $20 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear  assigned to  you is  your  responsibility;
please take care of it. Please put tents inside
your pack.  Tents attached to  the outside of
your  pack  can  be  easily  punctured  when
bush bashing or even lost. This may result in
serious  damage  to  your  bank  account!
Please air and dry tents after taking them on
a trip even if  they are not used, and report
any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Wednesday 31 October Club Night

Newsletter Folding and Lightning talk: Larapinta Trail and Red Centre: Come along
and pick up your newsletter and save the club postage! Then get treated to the superb
wilderness  of  Central  Australia:  Last  June  8  keen  trampers  Jonathan  Carr,  Steve
Bruerton, Smithy and Toni, Lynette and Jeff, Lee Li and Sue Bucknell met up across the
ditch and spent 2 weeks exploring the Red Centre. They spent 9 fabulous days walking
the Larapinta Trail in the West MacDonnell Ranges, then on to Uluru and King’s Canyon.
This is outback Australia at its best! Refreshments and chat time as usual. 
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Saturday 3 November 
Departure  point:  Please  note-the  trip  starts
8am  from  the  car  park  at  the  Sign  of  the
Takahe

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea series #17 Sign of the Bellbird: This will be a series of
4 day and 2 overnight trips which will get progressively harder as
the year proceeds and they will finish with a weekend at the club
hut  climbing  Mt  Karen  &  Goat  Hill.  They  can  be  done  as  a
complete  series  of  trips,  or  as  single  trips  and  the  series  is
designed to suit trampers who want to move up from easy to mod
trips. All  of  the trips will  be run at an easy pace with plenty of
scenery stops and a chance to boil  the billy  for  an old fashion
tramping brew plus long lunches in the sun. A gentle walk up the
track from the car park along the top of the hill to the Sign of the
Bellbird with great views of the harbour and out to the mountains.
All the height gain will be done via the car pool drive from the Sign
of the Takahe to the car park above the Sign of the Kiwi. After a
lunch stop to  boil  the billy  we will  loop around the bush track,
checking out the post “Big Fire” regrowth, before returning back
the way we came. NB as a nod to the past, scones, cream & jam
will  be provided for the brew at the Bellbird shelter.  NB-the trip
starts 8am from the car park at the Sign of the Takahe.

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 1 Nov

Map: BX24 

Approx: 2

Saturday 3 November 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Te Oka Reserve/Tumbledown Bay: This trip on the southern part
of Banks Peninsula starts on the corner of Gap and Bossu Roads
and follows a track down through Te Oka Reserve to Te Oka. Then
along a ridge line down to  Tumbledown Bay,  a  safe swimming
beach  and  some  interesting  rock  formations.  Great  coastal
scenery. The return trip will follow the same ridge line – part of Te
Oka Reserve, back up to Bossu Road. 

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 1 Nov

Map: BY24 

Approx: $15

Weekend 3-4 November 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Mt Alexander:  Stay in  the club hut  in  Arthur’s  Pass on Friday
night. On Saturday morning drive to Camp Creek River off Lake
Brunner Road and begin the tramp along the Camp Creek Route
to the summit of Mt Alexander, from 180m to 1958m. High camp in
the snow on Saturday night. Summit either Saturday afternoon or
Sunday  morning  as  time/conditions  allow.  Backup  plan:  stay
Friday and Saturday nights in Arthur’s Pass, and do daytrips from
there. 

Grade: ModHard 
(requires 
snow skills)

Closed: 25 Oct

Map: BU20 

Approx: Approx $40 
+ hut fee
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Weekend 3-4 November 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Otehake Hot Pools Take 3: Hopefully it will still be cool enough to
enjoy the second best natural hot pools. About 4 hours walking, up
the Taramakau Valley and the track past Lake Kaurapataka to the
Otehake River. Then up (in) the river to the campsite by the pools.
Bring suitable pool excavation tools and river crossing shoes.

Grade: Easy Mod

Closed: 25 Oct

Map: BV21 BU21
BU20

Approx: $25

Wednesday 7 November Club Night

Risk  Management,  trekking  and climbing in  Borneo  with  OENZ :  Tonight  Sarah
English from Outdoor Education NZ (OENZ) is talking about Risk Management in the
outdoors. Sarah recently ran a course in Borneo, and did a 5 day jungle trek and a climb
of Mt Kinabalu, the highest peak in Malaysia at 4,095m. Tonight she’ll be talking about
her trip to Borneo and incorporating the risk management and planning necessary for this
type of environment into her talk. Sarah will be bringing along her pack and having a
"hands on" evening on managing risk and keeping ourselves safe. Come along for an
enjoyable and informative talk with a rare glimpse into the wilds of Borneo. 

Saturday 10 November 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

The Spurs:  Park at Glenthorne Stn. Climb via Gargarus Saddle
and  descend  via  1832  and  Boundary  Stream.  Depart  Caltex
08:00.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 8 Nov

Map: BW20 

Approx: $30

Sunday  11  November  Please  note  earlier
departure time of 07:00 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764

mbahammond@hotmail.com

Avalanche  Peak:  Situated  in  the  heart  of  Arthur’s  Pass,
Avalanche Peak is one of New Zealand’s most climbed peaks. We
will go up on the track near the DOC office, have lunch on the top
and then descend via Scotts Track. Not a really tough climb but
challenging at times. We will make it easy with breaks and photo
stops. Great views are on show after clearing the bush line, and
we may be lucky enough to see some Kea up close. The views at
the top are pretty awesome too on a clear day. The usual after-
socialising on the way home. Please note the early start 7am.

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 8 Nov

Map: BV20 

Approx: $25
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Sunday 11 November 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Sign of the Packhorse & Mt Herbert:  From the Kaituna Valley
we will follow the track up to the Sign of the Packhorse and then
head east past Mt Bradley to the Summit of  Mt Herbert  before
returning the same way. 

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 8 Nov

Map: BX24 

Approx: $10

Wednesday 14 November Club Night

A Southern Alps Traverse Te Wae Wae Bay to Cape Farewell Part 1: Tonight Markus
and Janis are talking about their traverse of the Southern Alps, starting from Te Wae Wae
Bay, on the edge of Foveaux Strait, north to Cape Farewell. Tonight they will cover their
planning and preparation - deciding on tracks and routes, arranging food drops, sorting
gear, making food, and then the starting section of their journey through Fiordland. For a
detailed  look  at  their  chosen  route  see
https://cruxchaser.smugmug.com/ExpeditioNZ/Southern-Alps-Traverse-2012-13/Our-
route-Te-Wae-Wae-Bay-to/i-FbWcjh8/A  Come  along  for  some  stunning  mountain
scenery, and see just what’s involved when you decide to walk for 120 days nonstop! 

Long Weekend 16-18 November 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Canterbury Show Glacier Weekend - Centennial Hut / Kelman
Hut: Depending on which side of the Divide has better weather we
will fly up to either Centennial Hut above Franz Josef glacier or
Kelman Hut on the Tasman Glacier. We will travel to Franz or Mt
Cook Thurs, Nov 16th then fly up early Fri Morning and fly out Sun
afternoon. We will make plans depending on the group interests
and skill levels. The $465 trip amount covers return flight on the
helicopter or ski plane, Thurs night accommodation, two nights in
the Hut and petrol  costs for vehicles. There is a tenting option
which  will  reduce  this  amount  slightly.  Snow  skills,  ice  axe,
crampons, helmets and harnesses required. 

Grade:

Easy/mod/h
ard - Snow 
skills 
required

Closes: 8 Nov

Map: BX16 

Approx: $465

Long Weekend 16-18 November 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Mystery  Tops  Long Weekend:  A good  chance  to  spend  2  x
nights sleeping in your tent on top of a ridge somewhere, yet to be
decided. A final check of the weather forecast on Wed 6th Nov will
determine  where  the  actual  trip  will  run.  No  matter  where  we
finally decide to go be prepared for some off track, bush bash,
rock scrambling, mud & river crossing action. However the aim is
to  experience  some lovely  sunsets  &  sunrises  in  the  tussocks
rather than any post winter clag & drizzle.

Grade: Moderate+

Closes: 8 Nov

Map:  

Approx: $TBA
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Weekend 17-18 November 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764

mbahammond@hotmail.com

Cass  Lagoon  Saddle  Circuit:  A  chance  to  do  one  of  the
Canterbury classic weekend trips. Spend Show day relaxing and
then on Saturday come tramping. To work best this trip needs a
car shuttle. Please let the leader know if you have a car available.
We will leave from the Cass end and head up the river and into
the bush, a steady climb will bring us to the hut and then on to the
top of Cass Saddle. From there it’s all  downhill  to Hamilton hut
where  we  stay  the  night.  Tenting  is  also  an  option  here  too.
Hamilton hut is one of the best in the area hence its nickname
Hamilton  Hilton.  Day  two  finds  us  crossing  a  couple  of  swing
bridges and navigating up river banks coupled with tracks later on.
We can lunch at the A frame Lagoon hut and then we come down
the side of Mount Bruce, through the bush and back to the car
park at Cora Lynn station. After collecting cars etc and changing
clothes we can head to Springfield or Sheffield for refreshments
and socialising.

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 8 Nov

Map: BW20 
BV20 BV21

Approx: $25 + Hut 
Fees

Sunday 18 November 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Bealey Spur: Start by the baches at Bealey Spur next to the main
road and climb up through sheltering beech forest. On the way to
the charming old musterers hut at around 1240m, the ridge opens
up in places to reveal immense views over the Waimakariri River
and to the mountains beyond. 

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 15 Nov

Map: BV20 

Approx: $30

Sunday 18 November Please note earlier start
time of 07:30 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Gabriel Hut/Lake Sumner: The cute little Gabriel Hut is reached
from a track starting at the Sisters Stream on the Lake Sumner
Road. From the swing bridge crossing the Hurunui River, the track
traverses a series of ancient river terraces making it an easy walk
to the hut with little height gain. From the hut, there is the option of
a short walk to Lake Sumner. Return trip around 16 kms. Please
Note: earlier start time of 7.30am.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 15 Nov

Map: BU23 

Approx: $25

Wednesday 21 November Club Night

A Southern Alps Traverse Te Wae Wae Bay to Cape Farewell Part 2: Tonight Markus
and Janis continue their epic journey, covering from Otago onward. Come along and see
the northern half of the trip and get inspired to do some tramping in these remote and
beautiful areas.
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Saturday 24 November 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Barron: From the road bridge crossing Rolleston River, climb
through the bush, over Pt 1569 to Mt Barron. Descend to the true
left of Goat Creek. Walk / car shuffle back to the cars.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 22 Nov

Map: BV20 

Approx: $30

Sunday 25 November 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea series #18 Ghost Stream: This will be a series of 4 day
and 2 overnight trips which will  get progressively harder as the
year proceeds and they will finish with a weekend at the club hut
climbing Mt Karen & Goat Hill. They can be done as a complete
series of trips, or as single trips and the series is designed to suit
trampers who want to move up from easy to mod trips. All of the
trips will be run at an easy pace with plenty of scenery stops and a
chance to boil the billy for an old fashion tramping brew plus long
lunches in the sun. Just over Porters Pass and behind Castle Hill
peak is a lovely stream walk up Ghost Stream (off Porter River), to
a lunch stop by a waterfall. No great amount of height gain but a
good chance to practise your rock hopping skills, with some small
patches of beech forest to break the stream bed travel up. We will
come back the same way with the option B of a rock scramble up
onto a small spur which runs back down to the Porter River. 

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 22 Nov

Map: BX19 

Approx: $20

Sunday 25 November 
Departure  point:  Caltex  Russely  8am  (will
cycle from Blue Duck Cafe)

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

MTB Banks Peninsula Loop : Cycle Loop from Blue Duck Cafe,
Gebbies Pass, Diamond Harbour, Purau, Port Levy, Rod Donald
Hut, Little River, Little River Rail Trail back to Blue Duck. This is a
warm up trip for a Christchurch to Akaroa trip in early Dec. About
70km and 7-8 hours round trip. Will depart Sat or Sun depending
on best weather day. Depart Caltex Russely 8am (will cycle from
Blue Duck Cafe). 

Grade: Mountain 
Bike 
Moderate

Closes: 22 Nov

Map: BX24 BY24

Approx: $15

Wednesday 28 November Club Night

Newsletter  Folding Evening :  Newsletter  folding  evening and  Lightning  talk.  Come
along and pick up your newsletter and save the club postage! Please let me know by the
weekend beforehand if  you can give a short  talk.  The topic will  be e-mailed to CTC
members,  and advised on the CTC FB page.  Otherwise it’s  a  general  catch-up with
refreshments, and time to plan those Xmas and New Year trips. Don’t forget we have a
full set of topo maps of the Canterbury region in the elephant filing cabinet at the back of
the room. 
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Saturday 1 December 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Hogsback  (rescheduled):  From the  access  road  just  west  of
Castle  Hill  Village,  Hogsback  Track  follows  the  Long  Spur
ridgeline,  then through beech forest,  Crossing  Long Creek and
Waterfall Creek. We then go off track up to Hogsback (1032m),
traverse the ridge before dropping down and crossing Hogsback
Creek, up to Long Spur and re-join the track back to the cars. A
mix of on and off track tramping. Round trip around 14kms and
400m height gain.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 29 Nov

Map: BW21 

Approx: $20

Saturday 1 December 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Fyffe:  1400m height gain. From the Western foot of Mt Fyffe
we follow the 4WD track up Mt Fyffe passing the hut on the way to
the  summit.  From  the  summit  there  should  be  good  views  of
Kaikoura  and  along  the  coast  to  Banks  Peninsula  and  north
towards the North Island.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 29 Nov

Map: BT27 

Approx: $35

Weekend  1-2  December  Depart  Friday
Evening 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Nick Edwards 

Otehake Hut & Otehake River: A trip to a less well visited hut in
Arthur’s  Pass,  involving  some  tricky  bush  bashing  down  the
Otehake River. We’ll head up to Arthu’rs Pass on Friday evening
and  either  stay  in  the  club  hut  or  camp  near  the  start  of  the
Edwards.  On  Saturday  we’ll  go  in  up  the  Edwards,  over
Taruahuna Pass and down the Otehake River to the hut (6 bunks).
Sunday will be a very long day, continuing down the Otehake river,
and out via Lake Kaurapataka and the Taramakau river. Despite
looking  like  a  nice  track  on  the  map,  this  path  has  not  been
maintained by DOC for  a  number  of  years and has fallen into
disrepair,  although  in  recent  years  Permolat  have  been  doing
some cutting work so it won’t be absolute misery. Unfortunately
we probably won’t have time to enjoy the hotpools on the way out!

Grade: Hard

Closes: 22 Nov

Map: BV20 BV21
BU20

Approx: $30 + hut 
fees
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Sunday 2 December 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea series #19 Woolshed Hill & tarns : This will be a series
of 4 day and 2 overnight trips which will get progressively harder
as the year proceeds and they will finish with a weekend at the
club hut climbing Mt Karen & Goat Hill. They can be done as a
complete  series  of  trips,  or  as  single  trips  and  the  series  is
designed to suit trampers who want to move up from easy to mod
trips. All  of  the trips will  be run at an easy pace with plenty of
scenery stops and a chance to boil  the billy  for  an old fashion
tramping brew plus long lunches in the sun. A steep climb up the
track from the Hawdon shelter car parkout, then out of the bush
and onto the scrubby ridge leading up to the tussock tops. If the
weather and time permits we can proceed along the tops to the
tarn tucked in  beside the bushline,  before returning back via  a
lovely easy bush bash down to the Hawdon River. 

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 29 Nov

Map: BW20 

Approx: $20

Wednesday 5 December Club Night

Houdini  and the Squeeze Machine TBC:  Provided he can track it  down, Adrian is
bringing his  adjustable caving "Squeeze Machine"  along and we’ll  be squeezing and
contorting our way through it and seeing how real cavers’ manage to wriggle through
tight spots. There’ll be prizes from Santa’s Sack for the best and worst squeezers, and
anyone who gets firmly stuck will get instant fame! Come along for a great night of social
fun!

Sunday 9 December 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Sudden Valley - Take 2:  After crossing the Hawdon River near
the Hawdon Shelter,  we will  follow Sudden Valley,  crossing the
river several times up to the Barrier Falls. Then we will follow the
track to open part of the Valley. We may get to the biv if people are
keen. 

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 6 Dec

Map: BV21 

Approx: $30

Multi day trip 9-10 December 
Departure  point:  Caltex  Russley  8am  (will
cycle from Blue Duck Cafe)

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

MTB Christchurch to Akaroa Loop :  Cycle loop via Blue Duck
Cafe, Gebbie’s Pass, Diamond Harbour, Port Levy, Pidgeon Bay,
Akaroa. Spend the night in Akaroa at hotel or campsite then retrun
via  Little  River,  Little  River  Rail  Trail  back  to  Blue  Duck  Cafe.
About 63km 7.5hrs to Akaroa and 64km 7 hours return.

Grade: Mountain 
Bike 
Moderate

Closes: 29 Nov

Map:  

Approx: $15
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Wednesday 12 December Club Night

Christmas Break Up and last Social Evening for 2018: Jingle Bells.. Christmas is just
around the corner, another year of glorious tramping has nimbly skipped by and tonight
it’s the Annual Christmas Party and the last social function of the year. Warwick will be
opening the club rooms at 6.00 pm, so you can arrive any time after that. Please bring a
potluck /plate to share, and refreshments of your choice. There is plenty of seating, and a
good kitchen with an oven and microwave. I’ll provide a non-acholic punch. Don’t forget
some puddings (Dale -ambrosia so I can eat it all again please!) and christmas cake! And
don’t forget to wear something Christmassy! Santa hats, reindeer horns, elf costumes,
white beards etc The projector is available for use. So come along, catch up with your
tramping buddies and have a great evening - See you there! 

Long Weekend 30 December-3 January 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Kelly Purdie
bristolblonde32@hotmail.com

News Years Trip: I’m keen to go on a multi-day tramp somewhere
for 4 or 5+ days. Where? Depends on who wants to go. The date
could be flexible but ideally to leave about the 30th Dec and have
New Years somewhere different. Open to suggestions on where to
go and for how long. Max of 6 participants. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 20 Dec

Map:  

Approx:

Sunday 1 December 2019 - DATE YET TO BE
CONFIRMED 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea series #20 Mt Somers: This will be a series of 4 day and
2 overnight trips which will get progressively harder as the year
proceeds  and  they  will  finish  with  a  weekend  at  the  club  hut
climbing Mt Karen & Goat Hill. They can be done as a complete
series of trips, or as single trips and the series is designed to suit
trampers who want to move up from easy to mod trips. All of the
trips will be run at an easy pace with plenty of scenery stops and a
chance to boil the billy for an old fashion tramping brew plus long
lunches in the sun. Leaving from the Sharplin Falls car park, we
head straight up the the track over Hookey Knob, along the South
Face route to the top of Mt Somers for a brew, lunch & grand
views before returning back the way we came. 

Grade: Moderate 
but at an 
easy pace

Closes: 28 Nov

Map: BX19 

Approx: $25

Trip Reports

Labour Weekend (19-21 Oct 2018)

Mullins Hut, Diedrichs Range, and Gerhardt Spur (aka Alan’s
Wanderings)

This trip was all about Ross, Alan Ross that is. Our trip leader had thrown up a last minute
labour  weekend  addition  to  the  calendar  –  Alan’s  Wanderings.  Precise  location
undetermined, but we’d follow the sun in typical Ross fashion, and ideally head to the
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Coast and climb, well, Mt. Ross – up behind Hokitika in the Toaroha catchment. The sign
up was restricted to six and quickly became full given the enormous high pressure forecast
for the weekend. Special pleading from out-of-towner Max De Lacy saw the trip grow to
seven. 

We’d depart from Alan’s work (where else?) at 4.30pm on Friday and head to Ross (yes,
that name again) to stay in pre-booked cabins at the Empire Hotel. After a stop for dinner
(well  takeaways)  in  Hokitika,  we  arrived  at  the  hotel  about  9pm.  Some confusion  (or
management incompetence on the part of the hotel – it is the West Coast) saw three of us
in cabins, and four in hotel bedrooms. Natasha got the honeymoon suite, while I ended up
above the bar. The lights were out by 11pm, but the music, singing and front door banging
as drunks left the pub continued to 2.30am.... The others in the cabins hadn’t fared much
better either. 

We were away by 8amish.... Well we would have been had Jonathan got himself sorted. A
road-end car shuffle was needed for this Toaroha to Hokitika catchment crossing. Steve
and Alan shuffled the cars while 5 of us started up the Toaroha at just after 9am. It had
been a clagged in Saturday morning with drizzly showers making the river boulders a
rather  greasy  challenge  as  we  headed  for  Cedar  Flats.  We  headed  up  valley  at  a
moderate-but-easy-pace to use the current CTC vernacular, taking a long break at the
river pools where a solitary, but far from shy, blue duck entertained me. A single paradise
duck was in residence too, but they consistently ignored each other as different species
do. Then we were off to slog up the hill and take another long break at the top before
descending into Cedar Flats  huts for lunch.  We arrived at  1pm, and shortly thereafter
Steve and Alan arrived having left the road- end at 10am. A leisurely lunch ensued, and
much  discussion  was  had  about  abandoning  Ross’  plans  for  the  weekend  and  just
lounging in hot pools... Shame, however, got the better of us, and we departed at 2pm in
search of the Toaroha river-crossing so necessary to get us up to Mullins basin and the
hut. 

Crossing the Toaroha proved largely uneventful in relatively low-flow state, but after rain it
would be an obvious show stopper. From here it was a real steep slog up through the bush
to get high above the Mullins falls and into a high tussock basin. Permolat, the remote huts
and tracks volunteer guardians, had done a grand job trimming this route and it proved
easy to follow. We gathered in the high basin to recover and approach the hut en masse.
Indian trackers Steve and Max had calculated the 4-bunk hut was occupied by two hunters
and we should either go as a group of force, or, as we discussed, send in Natasha as a
sacrificial  token under the guise of a mail  order Russian bride. She,  of  course, rightly
denounced the latter option. Two occupants were indeed in residence, but they were DOC
workers from Kumara and all  was well.  It  was 5.30pm, and 5 of us quickly set about
erecting tents around the hut in the drizzly mist. Tent space here is, to use Jonathan’s
comment,  “less than optimal” but we managed. A crowded hut of 9 saw us take turns
making dinner, playing musical chairs, abusing each other, and generally having a few
laughs. The weather was getting a little soggier as the cloud dropped o/night, but we’d
“see what the morning brought”. 

A bright morning on Sunday saw us contemplate our options...  return down valley and
soak in the hot pools... the slog up the day before certainly reminded some of us we were
packing a bit of weight (both on our backs and bellies perhaps) up steep tracks, and doing
the same today would be tiring. But it is was such a grand day to waste and the tops were
clear. Up Mt. Ross, then? This was after all the objective of Alan’s mission – to mount his
namesake so to speak. But slogging big packs up there 

didn’t entirely appeal. A fast and light half-day trip up Mt. Ross, back to Mullins Hut and
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then over the Diedrichs Range to Gerhardt Spur? This also seemed ambitious and would
either  leave us  back at  Mullins or  perhaps in  the  dark  heading for  Gerhardt  Spur,  or
perhaps worse the tops would clag in before we got there. So, we decided to abandon Mt.
Ross.  Alan,  clearly  suffering  from  status  anxiety,  consoled  himself  with  thoughts  of
returning and attaining his summit by other routes another time. 

So it was over the Diedrichs Range to Gerhardt Spur. We left Mullins Hut around 9am. The
first task being to find the Permolat tape that marked the start of a steep grind up through
scrub to gain the tussock and then snow slopes. The weather held, sunny but relatively
windless. Gardening tools were drawn to help give the route a light trim as we went and
reinforce the good work of Permolat. Eventually we hit the snow slopes and made our way
to the low saddle between O’Connor and Jumble Top. An early lunch was declared at
11.30am. We found a snowless tussock patch on the edge of the ridge and enjoyed views
down Diedrichs Creek and onto Gerhardt Spur, where we could see the little biv floating
above the West Coast cloud that was pushing into the valleys as the heat of  the day
improved. Soon we were off along the snow tops heading for a notch that would prove the
key to getting across to Gerhardt Spur via  a gully descent  into  the head of  Diedrichs
Creek. The tops traverse proved uneventful, but a short steep step to drop off the ridge
into the top of the gully saw us passing packs and exercising care. We cramponed-up for
the  descent  of  400m  on  snow,  and  then  avo  debris,  eventually  finding  water  at  the
confluence of the two upper tributaries for a good short rest, second lunch and rehydration.
Now all we had was a short (150m) steep slog back up the tussock and spaniard slopes
onto the tops of Gerhardt Spur and a leisurely womble (or partially exhausted stagger) to
the biv and associated tarn. We got to the biv just after 3.30pm to enjoy the afternoon sun. 
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A bit of everything on this trip... Jumble Top ridge. Photo: Jonathan Carr



Gear was disgorged, clothes stripped off,  boots swapped for crocs, and sleeping mats
deployed as we dozed and recovered from the day’s efforts. Soon tents were erected,
gear laid out to air, and preparatory plans for soups and dinner organised. It was now we’d
learn about some of our party’s proclivities for health care and money management. Much
was discussed, argued and laughed at. I came away much more informed about members’
morbid  concerns,  anatomical  bowel  procedures,  and  economical  sandwiches  and
household  energy  management.  With  dinner  completed  it  was  time  for  tea,  or  in
Jonathan’s case, another litre of Milo, and a wander to a knob on the spur to watch the last
of the sun set above the lower cloud that continued to shroud the plains below. Snuggled
down in my bag and tent, I heard a low passing kea swoop over a couple of times. We’d
seen one earlier in the day. Fortunately, no night time trouble ensued. 

A leisurely breakfast on Monday, and a 9am departure, was followed by a hot and sweaty,
and somewhat waterless descent off Gerhardt Spur into the Diedrichs Creek and out to the
Hokitika River  Gorge road.  The spur  descends in  a  number  of  steep steps initially  in
tussock and scrubby patches, and then into bush. Again gardening tools were deployed to
help Permolat maintain the track. A lunch stop half way down was followed by another
break on the river banks to rehydrate and cool off. Out to the road at 3pm on a farm track
and then the inevitable car shuffle. Max, Steve and I headed off to Hokitika to fuel up and
depart for ChCh, while Alan returned for the others at the Gorge, who then headed for
Hokitika and a second round of takeaways. We got back in town at 7.30pm. The others an
hour so later. 

A great trip, great weather, a good workout, and lots of laughs – thoroughly enjoyable.
Thanks to Alan Ross for organising. Thanks also to Alan and Steve Bruerton for driving.
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Camping at Gerhardt Spur Biv. Photo: Jonathan Carr



Thanks to Max De Lacy, Jonathan Carr, Allan McInnes and Natasha Sydorenko for great
company. (Markus Milne, scribe). 

Stats: Totals 25km, 2100m up and down. Saturday – 9am to 5.30pm. 14km 1100m up
300m down; Sunday – 9am to 3.30pm. 4.5km 900m up 500m down; Monday – 9am to
3.00pm. 10km 100m up 1300m down. 
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Top of Mt John, looking over Lake Tekapo, on Barry's photography skills trip. Photo: John
Kerkhofs

On Mike Newlove's Ashburton Lakes trip. Photo: Erik Norder



More about the CTC

CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We recommend you start with Karen Tait, 027 545 7404, or Jonathan Carr, 022 034 4608.
Then try the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact can be made then the
Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on  www.ctc.org.nz.  Members
(particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved ones so they
are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125

Vice President: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

Secretary:
Natasha 
Sydorenko

0223140684

Treasurer: Carol Horgan 027 212 7294

Club Captain: Alan Ross 384-6425

New Members 
Rep:

Joshua Johnson 0278865868

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Kelly Purdie 027 614 2255

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Barry Watson 021668895

Social 
Convenor:

Kay Taylor 03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125

Editor: Eric Skea 021 0247 5473

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 22 November 2018 – Thanks.
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